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Whether she is leaving her heart on stage during her 
reoccurring acoustic sets at the Soulview Sessions in 
Stamford, CT where she grew up, in the studio with Ashby, Guap, 
Sam and Diny producing another record, or mentoring young adults 
on mental health and financial literacy, multi-faceted Soul R&B 
singer, songwriter and poet Skye Verbs can be found pouring love 
into this world any day of the week. Like being wrapped in a 
blanket on your favorite couch drinking a hot cup of coffee on 
a crisp fall morning, Skye brings the same warmth to her listeners. 
Through her raw and transparent lyricism, Skye Verbs doesn’t just 
hit notes; Skye moves the soul with truths that make any listener 
look in the mirror and find their inner hero.

Skye Verbs worked as an independent artist until signing with record 
label Aces Nation in late 2015. Aces Nation is a full service 
independent record label that houses an agency and artist 
management arm. Shortly after signing, Skye released her debut EP 
Soul Food Eye Candy which landed her at #73 on the iTunes US 
R&B chart, #1 on the iTunes R&B chart in Taiwan, and #16 on the 
iTunes main chart in Taiwan. Soul Food Eye Candy is more than an 
EP title for Skye, rather a pillar of her artistry: It is a means by which 
she chooses to build her career, spread her message and live her life 
– with purpose and substance. 

Skye Verbs is currently in the studio working on her next project 
The F-Word – a vibey soul R&B EP with dynamic vocals and 
tempos. The F-Word challenges listeners to dig deeper into their 
feelings, knowing it is ok to be expressive and true to themselves.
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